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Abstract 
In this note, we investigate the factorization of a bipartite multigraph AKIn, n into copies of KL, p2 
whenever p is a prime number. We give a trivial necessary condition for such a factorization 
to exist and a sufficient condition for the cases 2 = 1, 2 = p and 2 = p2. (~) 1998 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All fights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Let Km, n be a complete bipartite graph with two vertex sets having m and n vertices, 
respectively. 2Km, n is the multigraph obtained from Km, n by replacing each edge e of 
Kin, ~ by a set of  2 edges all having the same end vertices as e. An example of  a AKin, 
is 2/(2,3: 
A subgraph F of ZKm, n is called a spanning subgraph of ,~Km, n if F contains all 
the vertices of 2Km, n. It is clear that a graph with no isolated vertices is uniquely 
determined by the set of  its edges. So in this paper, we consider a graph with no 
isolated vertices to be a set of  2-element sets of its vertices. Thus, for 2 > 1, 2gm,~ 
is not a graph (but a multigraph). Let k be a positive integer. A Kl,k-factor of 2Km, n 
is a spanning subgraph F of 2K, n,n such that every component of  F is a Kl,k. A Kl,k- 
factorization of 2Km,~ is a set of  edge-disjoint Kl,k-factors of  2K, n,n which partition the 
set of  edges of 2Km,~. In [3] the Kl,k-factorization of  2Km, n is defined as a resolvable 
(m,n,k,2)  bipartite Sk+l design. 
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The Kl,k-factorization f ~J(.m,n has been studied by several researchers. When k = 2, 
the spectrum problem for K1,2-factorization f Km, n has been completely solved (see 
[1]). When p is a prime number, the spectrum problem for Kl,p-factorization of com- 
plete bipartite graph Km, n has been partially solved (see [4,5]). In an earlier paper [2], 
Ushio investigated Kl,a-factorization of Km,~ and gave several types of construction 
algorithms. In this paper we investigate K1, p~-factorization of 2Km,,, whenever p is a 
prime number. We give a trivial necessary condition f r such a factorization to exist 
and a sufficient condition for 2 E { 1, p, p2 }. 
2. Trivial necessary condition 
Using simple computation, we can establish the following trivial necessary condition 
for the existence of a Kl, p2-factorization of 2Kin, n, whenever p is a prime number. 
Theorem 2.1. I f  }~f,m,n has a Kl, p2-factorization, then (1) m<~p2n, (2) n<,p2m, 
(3) p2n - m =- p2m - n =-- 0(mod(p 4 - 1)) and (4) 2(p2n - m)(p2m - n) ==_ 0 
(rood p2(p4 _ 1)(m + n)). 
3. Sufficient condition 
We give the following sufficient condition for the existence of a Ks,p2-factorization 
of Mfm, n for 2 = 1, p and p2, whenever p is a prime number. 
Theorem 3.1. When p is a prime number and 2 = 1, p or p2, 2Km,, has 
a Kl,l~-factorization /f (I) m<~p2n, (2) n<~p2m, (3) p2n - m: -p2m - n -  
O (mod (p4 _ 1 )) and (4) 2(p2n - m)(p2m - n) =- 0 (mod p2(p2 _ 1 )2(p2 + 1 )(m + n)). 
3.1. Existence theorem 
We have the following existence theorem for a Kl, p2-factorization f 2Km,~. 
Theorem 3.2. I f  AKm,. has a Kl,p2-factorization, then 2Kms~s has a Ka,p~-factorization 
for  any positive integer s. 
Proof. Let {Fi : 1 ~i<~s} be a Kl,~-factorization f Ks, s. For each i E {1,2 .. . . .  s}, 
replace every edge of Fi by a 2Km, n to get a factor Gi of 2K,,~,,~ such that the graph 
Gi (1 <~i<~s) are pairwise edge-disjoint and their union is 2Km~,ns. Since 2Km, n has a 
Kl,p~-factorization, it is clear that the graph Gi, too, has Kl,p2-factorization. Conse- 
quently, 2Kms, ns has a Kl,ra-factorization. This proves the theorem. [] 
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3.2. Sufficient condition 
We consider the following three cases. 
Case (1) m = p2n: In this case, from Theorem 3.2, 2Kp2n, n has a K1, p2-factorization. 
Case (2) n = p2m: Obviously, 2Kin, p2,, has a Kl,p2-factorization. 
Case (3) m < p2n and n < p2m: In this case, let a = (p2n-m) / (p  4 -  1), 
b = (p2m-n) / (p  4 -1 )  and r = 2(p2+ 1)mn/[p2(m+n)].  Then from conditions (1)-(4) 
in Theorem 3.1, a, b and r are positive integers and 0 < a < m and 0 < b < n. We 
have a+ p2b = m and p2a+b = n. Hence r = 2(a+b)+ 2(p 2 -  1)2ab/[p2(a+b)]. Let 
c = 2(p 2 - 1)2ab/[p2(a + b)], which is a positive integer. As usual, gcd(x, y) denotes 
the greatest common divisor of x and y. Let gcd(a, p2b) = d, a = de, p2b = dq, 
where gcd(e,q) = 1. Since c _-- 0 (mod(p  2 -  1)2), let t = c/(p 2 -  1) 2. These equalities 
imply the following equalities: 
d = p2(pZe + q)t/(2eq), 
r = (e + q)(p4e + q)t/(eq), 
m = pZ(pZe + q)(e + q)t/(2eq), 
n = (pZe + q)(p4e + q)t/(2eq), 
a = p2e(p2e + q)t/(2eq), 
b = q(pee + q)t/(2eq). 







Lemma 3.3. Let g, e and q be positive integers. I f  gcd(e, q) = 1, then gcd(eq, e+gq) = 
gcd(e, g). 
3.2.1. The case 2 = 1 
In this section, we will prove Theorem 3.1 for 2 = 1. From equalities (1)-(6) with 
2 = 1 and the fact that r is an integer, using Lemma 3.2 we can establish the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. (1) I f  gcd(q, p4) _ 1, then 
m = p2(p2e + q)(e + q)s, n = (p2e + q)(p4e + q)s, 
a -- p2e(p2e + q)s, b = q(p2e + q)s, r = (e + q)(p4e + q)s 
or some positive integer s. 
(2) I f  gcd(q, p4) = p, let q = Pql. Then 
m= p2(pe+ql ) (e+ pql)s, n=(pe+ql ) (p4e+ pql)s, 
a = p2e(pe+ql )s ,  b = pq l (pe+ql )s ,  r = (e÷ pq l ) (p3e+ql )s  
for  some positive integer s. 
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(3) I f  gcd(q,p 4) = p2, let q = p2q2. Then 
m = p2(e + q2)(e + p2q2)s, n = p2(e + q2)(p2e + q2)s, 
a = p2e(e + q:)s, b = p2q2(e + q2)s, r = (e + p2q2)(p2e + q2)s 
for some positive integer s. 
(4) I f  gcd(q,p 4) = p3, let q = p3q3. Then 
m = (e + pq3)(pe + p4q3)s, n = p2(e q- pq3)(pe q- q3)s, 
a = pe(e + pq3)s, b = p2q3(e + pq3)s, r = (e + p3q3)(pe + q3)s 
for some positive integer s. 
(5) I f  gcd(q,p 4) = p4, let q = p4q4. Then 
m = (e q- p2q4)(e + paqa)S, n ----- p2(e + p2q4)(e q- q4)s, 
a = e(e + p2q4)s, b = p2q4(e q- p2q4)s, r = (e q- p4q4)(e q- qa)s 
for some positive integer s. 
Using the constructions which were devised by Ushio and Tsuruno [4] and Wang 
[5], we have the following three lemmas. 
Lemma 3.5. For any positive integers e and q, let m = p2(p2e + q)(e + q) and 
n = (p2e + q)(p4e + q). Then Km, n has a Kl,p2-factorization. 
Lemma 3.6. For any positive integers e and q, let m = p2(e q- q)(e + p2q) and 
n = p2(e + q)(p2e + q). Then Km, n has a Kl,p2-factorization. 
Lemma 3.7. For any positive integers e and q, let m = p2(pe + q)(e + pq) and 
n = (pe + q)(pae + pq). Then Km, n has a Kl,p2-factorization. 
Applying Lemma 3.4 with Lemmas 3.5-3.7, we see that for the parameters m and n 
satisfying conditions (1)-(4) with 2 = 1, Km, n has a K1, p~-factorization. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 3.1 for 2 = 1. 
3.2.2. The case 2 = p 
In this section, we will prove Theorem 3.1 for 2 = p. From equalities (1)-(6) with 
2 = p and the fact that r, m and n are integers, using Lemma 3.3 we can establish 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.8. (1 ) / f  gcd(q, p4)= 1, then 
m = p2(p2e + q)(e + q)s, n : (p2e q- q)(p4e + q)s, 
a = p2e(p2e + q)s, b = q(p2e + q)s, r = p(e + q)(p4e + q)s 
for some positive integer s. 
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(2) I f  gcd(q, p4) = p, let q = pql. Then 
m = p(pe  + ql )(e + pql )s, n = (pc + ql )(p3e + ql )s, 
a = pe(pe+ql )s ,  b = q l (pe+ql )s ,  r = (e+ pq l ) (p3e+ql )s  
for  some positive inteoer s. 
(3) I f  gcd(q,p 4) = p2, let q = pZq2. Then 
m = p(e + q2)(e + p2q2)s, n = p(e + qz)(p2e + qz)s, 
a = pe(e + qz)s, b = pqz(e + q2)s ,  r = (e + pZq2)(pZe + q2)s 
for  some positive inteoer s. 
(4) I f  gcd(q, p4) = p3, let q = p3q3. Then 
m = ( e + pq3 )( e + p3 q3 )s, n = p( e + pq3 )( pe + q3 )s, 
a = e(e + Pq3)s, b = pq3(e + Pq3)s, r = (e + p3q3 )(pe + q3)s 
for  some positive inteoer s. 
(5) I f  gcd(q, p4) = p4, let q = p4q4. Then 
m = (e + p2q4)(e + p4q4)s, n = pZ(e + pZq4)(e + q4)s, 
a = e(e + p2q4)s, b = pZq4(e + p2q4)s, r = p(e + p4q4)(e + q4)s 
for  some positive integer s. 
Using Lemma 3.5 we have 
Lemma 3.9. For any positive integers e and q, let m = pZ(pZe q- q)(e + q) and 
n = (p2e + q)(p4e + q). Then pKm,, has a Kl,p:-factorization. 
For our main result, using direct construction we can establish the following two 
lemmas. 
Lemma 3.10. For any positive integers e and q, let m = p(pe  + q)(e + pq) and 
n = (pc + q)(p3e + q). Then pKm,, has a Kl, p2-faetorization. 
Lemma 3.11. For any positive inteoers e and q, let m = p(e + q)(e + p2q) and 
n = p(e + q)(pZe + q). Then pKm,, has a Kl,p2-faetorization. 
Applying Lemma 3.8 with Lemmas 3.9-3.11, we see that for the parameters m 
and n satisfying conditions (1)-(4) with 2 = p, pKm,, has a K1, p2-factorization. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 3.1 for 2 = p. 
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3.2.3. The case 2 = p2 
In this section, we will prove Theorem 3.1 for 2 --- p2. From equalities (1)-(6) with 
2 -- p2 and the fact that m and n are integers, using Lemma 3.3 we can establish the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 3.12. (1) I fgcd(q ,p  4) = 1, then 
m = p2(p2e + q)(e + q)s, n = (p2e + q)(p4e + q)s, 
a = p2e(p2e + q)s, b = q(p2e + q)s, r = p2(e + q)(p4e + q)s 
for  some positive integer s. 
(2) l fgcd(q ,p  4) = p, let q = pql. Then 
m = p(pe  + ql )(e + pql )s, n = (pe + ql )(p3e + ql )s, 
a = pe(pe  + ql)s, b = ql (pe + ql)s, r = p(e + pql)(pae + ql)s 
for  some positive integer s. 
(3) I f  gcd(q,p 4) = p2, let q = p2q2. Then 
m ---- (e -1- qE)(e -9 p2q2)s, n = (e -9 q2)(p2e -9 q2)s, 
a = e(e + q2)s, b = q2(e + q2)s, r = (e -9 p2q2)(p2e -9 q2)s 
for  some positive integer s. 
(4) I fgcd(q ,p  4) = p3, let q = p3q3. Then 
m = (e -9 Pq3 )(e + p3q3 )s, n = p(e -9 Pq3 )(Pe -9 q3 )s, 
a -- e(e + Pq3)s, b = pq3(e + Pq3)s, r = p(e -9 p3q3)(pe -9 q3)s 
for  some positive integer s. 
(5) l f  gcd(q,p 4) = p4, let q = p4q4. Then 
m = (e -9 p2qa)(e + paq4)s, n = p2(e + p2q4)(e + q4)s, 
a = e(e + p2q4)s, b = p2q4(e + p2q4)s, r = p2(e + p4q4)(e -9 q4)s 
for  some positive integer s. 
Using Lemmas 3.5 and 3.10 we have the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.13. For any positive integers e and q, let m = p2(p2e + q)(e + q) and 
n = (p2e + q)(p4e + q). Then pEKm, n has a Kl,p2-factorization. 
Lemma 3.14. For any positive integers e and q, let m = p(pe  + q)(e + pq) and 
n -- (pe + q)(p3e + q). Then p2Km,, has a Kl,p2-factorization. 
For our main result, using direct construction we can establish the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.15. For any positive integers e and q, let m = (e + q)(e + p2q) and 
n = (e + q)(p2e + q). Then p2Km, n has a Kl, p2-factorization. 
Applying Lemma 3.12 with Lemmas 3.13-3.15, we see that for the parameters m 
and n satisfying conditions (1)- (4)  with 2 = p2, p2Km ' n has a Kl, p2-factorization. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 3.1 for 2 = p2. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is now complete. 
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